TO: ANNAN, UNATIONS, NEW YORK
FROM: J. E. BOURK-BOURK, SRSG, UNAMIR, KIGALI, RWANDA
INFO: SITUATION CENTRE, DPKO, NEW YORK
FAX: 001 (212) 963 9053
FAX: (250) 84265
SUBJECT: DAILY SITREP 020600G JAN TO 030600G JAN 94.
NUMBER OF PAGES, INCLUDING THIS COVER: TWO

DIRECT

1. PLEASE FIND ATTACHED THE DAILY SITREP MENTIONED ABOVE.
2. REGARDS.
FROM: UNAMIR, KIGALI.

SITREP COVERING PERIOD 020600B JAN TO 030600B JAN 93.

I. OVERALL SITUATION. CALM.

II. FACTIONAL ACTIVITIES.

   A. POLITICAL. BROAD BASED TRANSLATIONAL GOVERNMENT NOT YET INSTALLED. UNAMIR NEGOTIATIONS TO UNLOCK THE SITUATION NOT SUCCESSFUL SO FAR. NOT ABLE TO PREDICT THE ESTIMATED DATE OF INSTALLATION.

   B. MILITARY.

      (1) RPP. NTR.

      (2) RPP. NTR.

      (3) OTHERS. NTR.

III. OWN MILITARY ACTIVITIES.

   A. HQS. CONDUCTED FIRST OFFENSIVE OPS PLANNING AGAINST POLITICAL MILITIES AND SUSPICIOUS AREA. NO RESULTS SO FAR. PC PRODUCED A SECURITY ASSESSMENT OF THE CURRENT SITUATION FOR THE SRSG. PRINCIPAL CONCERN IS SURROUNDING THE POSSIBLE RETURN OF THE RPP BN AND VIP'S NORTH TO MULINDI. THIS OPERATION WOULD HAVE TO BE DONE PROBABLY WITH CONSIDERABLE DEMONSTRATIONS FOR AND AGAINST IT AND IN AN ATMOSPHERE OF POLITICAL DISARRAY. THE RISKS INVOLVED ARE SIGNIFICANT FOR ALL CONCERNED.

   B. SECTORS.

      (1) KIGALI. CARRIED OUT MOBILE AND FOOT PTL WITHIN OAR IN ORDER TO ENSURE KIGALI WEAPON SECURE AREA. SECURED THE LOCATION OF THE RPP BATTALION IN KIGALI CITY AND THE FORCE HQ. CONDUCTED ESCORT DUTIES FOR RPP.

      (2) DMB. CARRIED OUT ROUTINE PTL WITHIN OAR.

   C. KILOR. CONDUCTED ONE ESCORT FOR RPP PERSONNEL TO MULINDI.

   D. UNAMIR. CROSSING AT THE GATUNA BORDER CONTINUING TO BE ON THE INCREASE. Paramedics, food and fuel have crossed into KWAJJA. NOTHING UP MILITARY USE HAS BEEN FOUND.

IV. HUMANITARIAN ACTIVITIES. NTR.

V. CIVIL AFFAIRS. NTR.